…pausing barely/barely pausing…

04.03.2021—16.05.2021
A collaboration between A Tale of A Tub and Tlön Projects

1. SUSAN HILLER
   *The Secrets of Sunset Beach*, 1988
2. BRODY CONDON
   *Without Sun* (15min. 27sec.), 2008
3. JASON DODGE
   *Poison hemlock in bass flute*, 2011
4. ROSEMARIE CASTORO
   *Untitled (Concrete Poetry)*, 1969
5. ROSEMARIE CASTORO
   *Vacation Time*
   February 16, 1970 through February 20, 1970 (stopwatch), 1970
6. ANNA & BERHARD BLUME
   *Küchenkoller*, 1986
7. NORA TURATO
   *where what happened to people happened in the head* (19min. 6sec.), 2018
8. CEAL FLOYER
   *Taking a Line for a Walk*, 2008
9. LOUISE BOURGEOIS
   *I Have Been to Hell and Back*, 2007 (left)
   *Be Calm*, 2007 (right)
10. RACHEL ROSE
    *Sitting Feeding Sleeping* (9min. 49sec.), 2013
11. RYAN GANDER
    *Evidence of Absence*, 2019
12. NEÏL BELOUFA
    *Untitled*, 2013
13. DAVID HORVITZ
    *Nautical Dusk (II)*, 2017
14. GERLACH EN KOOP
    *(at last) under the influence of that strange perplexity of inert irresolution*, 2009-2011
15. LI JINGHU
    *Waterfall*, 2015
16. LAËTITIA BADAUT HAUSSMANN
    *L’Amour est plus froid que la mort #2*, 2015
17. JOÃO ONOFRE
    *Promise of a Sculpture*, 2012
18. EVA KOŤATKOVÁ
19. ANSUYA BLOM
    *Mômomeasure VI*, 2015
20. JULIEN PRÉVIEUX
    *What Shall We Do Next? (Sequence #2)*
    (16 min. 47 sec.), 2014
21. PIERRE HUYGHE
    *L’Écrivain public*, 1995